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16 Things I Thought Were True
Janet Gurtler
9781402277986 – eBook
Unlimited: Simultaneous Access
Heart attacks happen to other people #thingsIthoughtweretrue
When Morgan's mom gets sick, it's hard not to panic. Without her mother, she would have no one—until she finds
out the dad who walked out on her as a baby isn't as far away as she thought...
Adam is a stuck-up, uptight jerk #thingsIthoughtweretrue
Now that they have a summer job together, Morgan's getting to know the real Adam, and he's actually pretty
sweet...in a nerdy-hot kind of way. He even offers to go with her to find her dad. Road trip, anyone?
5000 Twitter followers are all the friends I need #thingsIthoughtweretrue
With Adam in the back seat, a hyper chatterbox named Amy behind the wheel, and plenty of Cheetos to fuel their
trip, Morgan feels ready for anything. She's not expecting a flat tire, a missed ferry, a fake girlfriend...and that these
two people she barely knew before the summer started will become the people she can't imagine living without.

Alone
Cyn Balog
9781492655480 – eBook
Unlimited: Simultaneous Access
When her mom inherits an old, crumbling mansion, Seda's almost excited to spend the summer
there. The grounds are beautiful and it's fun to explore the sprawling house with its creepy rooms and secret
passages. Except now her mom wants to renovate, rather than sell the estate—which means they're not going back
to the city...or Seda's friends and school.
As the days grow shorter, Seda is filled with dread. They're about to be cut off from the outside world, and she's not
sure she can handle the solitude or the darkness it brings out in her.
Then a group of teens get stranded near the mansion during a blizzard. Seda has no choice but to offer them shelter,
even though she knows danger lurks in the dilapidated mansion—and in herself. And as the snow continues to fall,
what Seda fears most is about to become her reality...

Amelia O'Donohue Is So Not a Virgin
Helen Fitzgerald
9781402245503 – eBook
Unlimited: Simultaneous Access
Amelia O'Donohue was stunning. We all knew we were in the presence of tremendous beauty,
humbled by her eyes and by her expensive designer clothes. We all deferred to her, waiting for
her to initiate conversation, and hanging on every word she said.
So when Amelia asked for my help, What was I to do? Did I have a choice? It's not like I could tell everyone that she
sneaks off in the middle of the night in her pink silk nightie to sleep with her boyfriend. Right?
But this one favor leads to a secret so big it just might change everything-for Amelia and for me...

Awake in the World
Jason Gurley
9781474965743 – eBook
Unlimited: Simultaneous Access
Vanessa has been reaching for the stars since she was a little girl, and is determined to get
into her dream Ivy League university to study astronomy.
Zach is a talented artist, but he’s not even thinking about college. He needs to stay home and support his family,
working on the same oil rig where his dad was killed in an accident.
Their future looks poles apart… but then again, opposites attract.

Beauty Sleep
Kathryn Evans
9781474965729 – eBook
Unlimited: Simultaneous Access
Laura is dying. Her last desperate hope is to be frozen until she can be cured. But what happens
when you wake up one day and the world has moved on forty years? Your best friend is middleaged, your parents are presumed dead.

Belle Révolte
Linsey Miller
9781492679233 – eBook
Unlimited: Simultaneous Access
From the author of the Mask of Shadows duology comes a standalone fantasy where two
young women must trade lives, work together to stay alive, and end a war caused by magic
and greed.
Emilie des Marais is more at home holding scalpels than embroidery needles and is desperate to escape her noble
roots to serve her country as a physician. But society dictates a noble lady cannot perform such gruesome work.
Annette Boucher, overlooked and overworked by her family, wants more from life than her humble beginnings and
is desperate to be trained in magic. So when a strange noble girl offers Annette the chance of a lifetime, she accepts.
Emilie and Annette swap lives—Annette attends finishing school as a noble lady to be trained in the ways of
divination, while Emilie enrolls to be a physician's assistant, using her natural magical talent to save lives.
But when their nation instigates a terrible war, Emilie and Annette come together to help the rebellion unearth the
truth before it's too late.

Between the Acts
Virginia Woolf
9788074845000 – eBook
Unlimited: Simultaneous Access
Between the Acts is the final novel by Virginia Woolf, published in 1941 shortly after her
suicide. This is a book laden with hidden meaning and allusion. It describes the mounting,
performance, and audience of a festival play (hence the title) in a small English village
just before the outbreak of the Second World War. Much of it looks forward to the war,
with veiled allusions to connection with the continent by flight, swallows representing
aircraft, and plunging into darkness. The pageant is a play within a play, representing a rather cynical view of English
history. Woolf links together many different threads and ideas - a particularly interesting technique being the use of
rhyme words to suggest hidden meanings. Relationships between the characters and aspects of their personalities
are explored. The English village bonds throughout the play through their differences and similarities.

Birthday
Meredith Russo
9781474970358 – eBook
Unlimited: Simultaneous Access
Meet Morgan and Eric: born on the same day, at the same time and bonded for life. In this
moving dual narrative, we meet them every birthday from the age of thirteen, as Eric figures
out who he is, as Morgan decides to live as her true self, and as they realize they are
inextricably part of each other.

Blood Countess
Lana Popovic
9781683356431 – eBook
Unlimited: Simultaneous Access
A historical YA horror novel based on the infamous real-life inspiration for Countess Dracula.
In 17th century Hungary, Anna Darvulia has just begun working as a scullery maid for the young and glamorous
Countess Elizabeth BaÌ?thory. When Elizabeth takes a liking to Anna, she’s vaulted to the dream role of
chambermaid, a far cry from the filthy servants’ quarters below. She receives wages generous enough to provide for
her family, and the Countess begins to groom Anna as her friend and confidante. It’s not long before Anna falls
completely under the Countess’s spell—and the Countess takes full advantage.
Isolated from her former friends, family, and fiancé, Anna realizes she’s not a friend but a prisoner of the increasingly
cruel Elizabeth. Then come the murders, and Anna knows it’s only a matter of time before the Blood Countess turns
on her, too.

Breathe, Annie, Breathe
Miranda Kenneally
9781402284809 – eBook
Unlimited: Simultaneous Access
Annie hates running. No matter how far she jogs, she can't escape the guilt that if she hadn't
broken up with Kyle, he might still be alive. So to honour his memory, she starts preparing for the marathon he
intended to race. But the training is even more gruelling than Annie could have imagined. Despite her coaching, she's
at war with her body, her mind-and her heart. With every mile that athletic Jeremiah cheers her on, she grows more
conflicted. She wants to run into his arms...and sprint in the opposite direction. For Annie, opening up to love again
may be even more of a challenge than crossing the finish line.

Broken
CJ Lyons
9781402285462 – eBook
Unlimited: Simultaneous Access
Diagnosed with a rare and untreatable heart condition, Scarlet has come to terms with the
fact that she's going to die. Literally of a broken heart. It could be tomorrow, or it could be
next year. But the clock is ticking...
All Scarlet asks is for a chance to attend high school—even if just for a week-a chance to be just like everyone else.
But Scarlet can feel her heart beating out of control with each slammed locker and vicious taunt. Is this normal?
Really? Yet there's more going on than she knows. And finding out the truth might just kill Scarlet before her heart
does...

Coolmind
David Keefe
9781927147245 – eBook
Unlimited: Simultaneous Access
Do you want to feel happier in your life? Are you attacked by doubts? Do nerves
sometimes prevent you from doing things you might enjoy? Do you wish you could
concentrate better?
From as little as three minutes a day, you can learn how to feel calmer, happier, more focused and ready to achieve
your goals… whether that’s nailing your exams, playing well in your netball match, improving your times in the pool
or simply asking out the girl next door! And the good news is that it’s not hard.

Copycat
Hannah Jayne
9781492647409 – eBook
Unlimited: Simultaneous Access
Everyone is dying to read the latest book in the popular Gap Lake mystery series, and Addison
is no exception. As the novels biggest fan, she's thrilled when the infamously reclusive author,
R.J. Rosen, contacts her, giving her inside information others would kill for.
Addison's always dreamed of what it would be like if the books were real...But then she finds the most popular girl in
school dead. Murdered. And realizes that life imitating fiction is more dangerous that she could have imagined. As
other terrifying events from the books start happening around her, Addison has to figure out how to write her own
ending—and survive the story.

Dangerous Remedy
Kat Dunn
9781789543636 – eBook
Unlimited: Simultaneous Access
Camille, a revolutionary's daughter, leads a band of outcasts – a runaway girl, a deserter, an
aristocrat in hiding. As the Battalion des Morts they cheat death, saving those about to meet a
bloody end at the blade of Madame La Guillotine. But their latest rescue is not what she
seems. The girl's no aristocrat, but her dark and disturbing powers means both the Royalists and the Revolutionaries
want her. But who and what is she?
In a fast and furious story full of the glamour and excesses, intrigue and deception of these dangerous days, no one
can be trusted, everyone is to be feared. As Camille learns the truth, she's forced to choose between loyalty to those
she loves and the future.

Devil Darling Spy
Matt Killeen
9781474984300 – eBook
Unlimited: Simultaneous Access
Sarah is used to spying in the champagne-fuelled parties of Nazi Berlin. But her new
mission is infinitely more deadly – tracking a lethal disease across bullet-torn Africa, to
uncover the monster who would use it to create fifty million corpses. Her enemies think
she is a terrified little girl. But she is a warrior set to burn them all.

Events That Changed the Course of History The...
Rachel Basinger
9781620234211 – eBook
Unlimited: Simultaneous Access
On the 11th hour of the 11th day of the 11th month in 1918, the whole world sighed with
relief.The city of London could turn on all the lights. The men along the Western Front
could think about going home someday soon. Excited crowds could swell the streets across
Europe. The most extensive war ever -- what we now call World War I -- had concluded.
Earlier that morning in a forest in France, Marshal Ferdinand Foch, the supreme Allied commander, met with leading
Germans to sign the armistice. After Foch's second all-nighter of the war, an agreement was reached at 5:12 a.m.
Foch sent a telegram to Allied leaders: "Hostilities will cease at 11 a.m."
In this book, you'll learn the story of the armistice agreement itself: how the German leaders protested the
harshness of the terms and how Foch agreed to a few concessions. But you'll also learn how the armistice affected
the lives of world leaders and ordinary people on that fateful day.

Following
Jeffry W. Johnston
9781492664628 – eBook
Unlimited: Simultaneous Access
Rear Window meets Serial in this riveting new thriller from Edgar Award-nominated author
that follows Alden as he tries to solve a crime only he believes was committed.
Alden likes to follow people. He's not trying to be a creep, he just wants to be an
investigator someday, and it's good practice. But spying on people comes with risks, like when Alden sees popular
Greg Matthes seemingly murder his girlfriend, Amy, one night in the bad part of town. But the facts aren't adding up,
especially because Amy may be alive. Now Alden has to figure what he could have seen... and what secrets Greg is
hiding.

Four Days of You and Me
Miranda Kenneally
9781492684145 – eBook
Unlimited: Simultaneous Access
Every May 7th, the students at Coffee County High School take a class trip. And every year,
Lulu's relationship with Alex Rouvelis gets a little more complicated. Freshman year they
went from sworn enemies to more than friends after a close encounter in an escape room.
It's been hard for Lulu to quit Alex ever since.
Through break-ups, make-ups, and dating other people, each year's trip class brings the pair back together and
forces them to confront their undeniable connection. From the science museum to Six Flags; New York City to
London, Lulu learns one thing is for sure: love is the biggest trip of all.

Gabriel’s Angel
Caroline Maccallum
9781786517500 – eBook
Unlimited: Simultaneous Access
When destiny gets it wrong, a lifetime of true love hangs in the balance.
Gabriel Black doesn’t want to believe he’s been dumped, but when the texts, calls and
sweetly scented letters from his long-distance girlfriend, Elle Cassidy, suddenly stop, what else
can he think? Just as well his family is starting a new life away from the rat race, which means he can find out what’s
going on face to face. But when things don’t go to plan, he finds it hard to keep his cool. And when life gets
downright creepy, Gabe’s hot temper quickly burns through his veins as he struggles to comprehend his situation.
When the dust settles, he learns that a twist of fate means he’ll have to navigate a new, never-before-trodden path
if he’s to have Elle at his side. It’s not easy, danger lurks in the shadows and he has to fight to protect what’s his. But
Gabriel and Elle have allies, the ghostly glow of the moonlight is their friend, family love provides breathtaking
strength, and together they can face the future no matter how many soul-takers try to tear them apart.

Gawain and Lady Green
Anne Crompton
9781402254758 – eBook
Unlimited: Simultaneous Access
Gwyneth wasn't supposed to fall in love with Gawain. Not like this. Gawain was the May
King-a sacrifice offered to the Goddess for a bountiful harvest in return. Gwyneth knows
this. His fate has been decided by powers beyond her control. But the warmth of his
touch and the taste of his lips have blurred the lines of what she knows to be true. Now
Gwyneth is willing to risk everything to keep Gawain alive, even if it means losing him
forever...
In truth, in very truth, I do...
"A famous knight must rely on a woman to comprehend the chivalric virtues in this subversive and deliciously witty
feminist retelling of Sir Gawain and the Green Knight."

Giant Days
Non Pratt
9781683353942 – eBook
Unlimited: Simultaneous Access
While the girls seem very different, they become fast friends during their first week of
university. And it’s a good thing they do, because in the giant adventure that is college, a
friend who has your back is key—something Daisy discovers when she gets a little too
involved in her extracurricular club, the Yogic Brethren of Zoise. When she starts acting
strange and life around campus gets even stranger (missing students, secret handshakes,
monogrammed robes everywhere . . .), Esther and Susan decide it’s up to them to investigate the weirdness and
save their friend.

Gone Too Far
Natalie D. Richards
9781402285554 – eBook
Unlimited: Simultaneous Access
Piper Woods can't wait to graduate. To leave high school-and all the annoying cliquesbehind. But when she finds a mysterious notebook filled with the sins of her fellow
students, Piper's suddenly drowning in their secrets.
And she's not the only one watching...
An anonymous text invites Piper to choose: the cheater, the bully, the shoplifter. The
popular kids with their dirty little secrets. And with one text, Piper can make them pay.
But the truth can be dangerous...

Hidden in History : Women During World War I and World War II
Rachel Bassinger
9781620236185 – eBook
Unlimited: Simultaneous Access
In 2013, the U.S. Secretary of Defense officially lifted the ban on women in the military
serving in combat. But a century before, women were involved with the military in ways
you might not realize. In both World War I and World War II, women across the globe were
invaluable to their home countries, regardless of which side they fought on. For much of
the 20th century, it was common for most women to be housewives. But with most men off fighting on the front, it
was up to the women to keep their countries running. Many women supported the war effort in traditional ways,
like planting victory gardens and buying war bonds, but they also held titles like spy, war correspondent, code
breaker, and pilot. A few women even disguised themselves as men to join them in battle. With “Hidden in History:
The Untold Stories of Women During World War I and World War II,” the often-forgotten role of women from across
the globe who served on the front lines and on the home front is remembered and honored. Brave women crossed
battle lines and served their nation as real-life Rosie the Riveters, changing the role of women in society forever.

Hidden in History: Women During the Industrial Revolution
Danielle Thorne
9781620236376 – eBook
Unlimited: Simultaneous Access
The Industrial Revolution of the 18th and 19th centuries saw a period of technological,
historical, and even social advancements. Men like James Hargreaves and Eli Whitney
worked to make life easier for the working class, inventing machines like the spinning
jenny and the cotton gin. But men weren’t the only luminaries of the Industrial Revolution:
women of all ages from the joined in the revolution to further advance society.
Margaret Elizabeth Knight brought paper bags to the world, and Elizabeth Magie’s interest in politics and economics
gave us the much beloved game of Monopoly. And what would we do without Tabitha Babbitt’s circular saw or
Josephine Cochran’s dishwasher? In today’s modern world, we often take important inventions like these for
granted, but with their female inventors, we’d be living vastly different lives.

Hideous Beauty
William Hussey
9781474990912 – eBook
Unlimited: Simultaneous Access
Dylan is forced to come out after his secret relationship with Ellis is exposed on social
media, but to his surprise, everyone is really supportive – or appears to be.

How I Lost You
Janet Gurtler
9781402277955 – eBook
Unlimited: Simultaneous Access
Grace and Kya always do everything together, and nothing can get in the way of their
friendship. They have a pact: Sisters Before Misters. Buds Before Studs.
Only Grace knows what Kya's been through, or how much she needs someone to stick by
her. No matter what. Besides, Kya keeps life exciting—pulling Grace into things she'd never
dare to do on her own. But inch by inch, daring is starting to turn dangerous. And Grace will have to decide how far
she can go to save her friendship with Kya...before she ends up losing everything else.
"Fascinating and unique."—Jennifer Brown, author of Hate List, on Who I Kissed
"Gurtler handles complex issues of friendship and fidelity with laugh-out-loud humor and engaging frankness."—RT
Book Reviews, on If I Tell
"Gurtler's writing unfurls with the exquisite grace of a flower."—Sarah Ockler, bestselling author of Fixing Delilah and
Twenty Boy Summer on I'm Not Her

I Have a Bad Feeling About This
Jeff Strand
9781402284564 – eBook
Unlimited: Simultaneous Access
Henry Lambert would rather play video games than spend time in the great outdoors—but
that doesn't make him a wuss. Skinny nerd? Fine. But wuss is a little harsh. Sadly, his dad
doesn't agree. Which is why Henry is being shipped off to Strongwoods Survival Camp.
Strongwoods isn't exactly as advertised. It looks like the victim of a zombie apocalypse, the
"camp director" is a psycho drill sergeant, and Henry's sure he saw a sign written in blood...
Wilderness Survival Tip #1: Drinking your own sweat will not save your life. Somebody might have told you that, but
they were trying to find out if you'd really do it.
Wilderness Survival Tip #2: In case of an avalanche, don't despair. You're doomed, but that's a wicked cool death.

I Just Get So… Angry!
Tim Bowden, Sandra Bowden
9781775590590 – eBook
Unlimited: Simultaneous Access
Today’s adolescents struggle with a range of issues, from anger and low self-esteem to
depression and anxiety. In fact, research suggests that at any given time around 10 per
cent of students will be suffering from a mental health issue that directly impacts on their
education and health.
Acceptance and Commitment Therapy (ACT) (the subject of Dr Russ Harris’s bestselling
‘The Happiness Trap’) has been proven to be effective in teaching young people effective, flexible strategies for
dealing with the stressors in their life and, as in ‘I Just Want to be … Me!’, these principles are once again brought to
life in graphic novel form. By following the main character, Andy, through his encounter with the Beast (symbolising
his inner anger, hurt, fear and resentment), teenagers will learn how to similarly deal with their own issues and
develop a more resilient mental attitude and achieve better emotional balance.

I'm Not Her
Janet Gurtler
9781402256370 – eBook
Unlimited: Simultaneous Access
Tess is the exact opposite of her beautiful, athletic sister. And that's okay. Kristina is the
sporty one, Tess is the smart one, and they each have their place. Until Kristina is
diagnosed with cancer. Suddenly Tess is the center of the popular crowd, everyone eager
for updates. There are senior boys flirting with her. But, the smiles of her picture perfect
family are cracking and her sister could be dying. Now Tess has to fill a new role: the
strong one. Because if she doesn't hold it together, who will?
Janet Gurtler tests the bonds of sisterhood in this moving debut that readers of Jodi Picoult and Sarah Dessen will
savor.

Felton Reinstein trilogy
I'm With Stupid
Geoff Herbach
9781402277924 – eBook
Unlimited: Simultaneous Access
Felton Reinstein has never been good with stress. Which is why he's seriously freaking out.
Revealing his college choice on national TV? It's a heart attack waiting to happen. Deciding
on a major for the next four years of his life? Ridiculous. He barely even knows who he is
outside of football. And so...he embarks on The Epic Quest to Be Meaningful.

If He Had Been With Me
Laura Nowlin
9781402277832 – eBook
Unlimited: Simultaneous Access
I wasn't with Finn on that August night. But I should've been. It was raining, of course. And
he and Sylvie were arguing as he drove down the slick road. No one ever says what they
were arguing about. Other people think it's not important. They do not know there is
another story. The story that lurks between the facts. What they do not know—the cause
of the argument—is crucial.
So let me tell you...

If I Can't Have You
Federica Bosco
9781838932916 – eBook
Unlimited: Simultaneous Access
Mia has always dreamed of getting into London's Royal Ballet School. Never mind that it is
almost impossible to get in, or that there's no way Mia's single mother can afford the fees.
To make matters worse, Mia is in love – with her best friend's brother. Patrick is the most
beautiful boy in the world and completely unlike anyone else she knows. If only she could get
him to see her as more than a little sister...
Her passions for dance and for Patrick are too intense for Mia to give up either – but what will she do when fate
forces her to make a choice?

Orion Chronicles
Inquisitor
John Barrowman, Carole Barrowman
9781781856444 – eBook
Unlimited: Simultaneous Access
Rémy Dupree and his friends Matt and Em Calder are battling to save the world as we know
it. All have superpowers – Rémy can alter reality with music and Matt and Em can bring art
to life – but will their powers be enough?
With the world loosening at the seams, Rémy discovers that only he can halt the rise of the darkness and save
humanity.
But is Rémy up to the challenge?

It's My Life
Stacie Ramey
9781492654247 – eBook
Unlimited: Simultaneous Access
If she wants a future with him, she'll have to make peace with her past.
Jenna's never let her cerebral palsy get her down. But when she discovers that her condition
was actually caused by an injury at birth, she's furious with her parents, who withheld the
truth. And as they push her to get yet another difficult procedure, Jenna feels her control
over her life starting to slip.
Enter Julian, Jenna's childhood crush. He's just moved back to town, and he's struggling in school, so Jenna reaches
out to him—anonymously—to help. Soon, their conversations are about so much more than class. She's falling for
him all over again, hard and fast. But would Julian still be interested in her if he knew who she really was? And can
she find a way to take back her own narrative before she pushes away everyone she loves?

The Empirium Trilogy
Kingsbane
Claire Legrand
9781492656661 – eBook
Unlimited: Simultaneous Access
Book two in the New York Times bestselling series called "Beautiful, brutal, heart-stopping,
and epic" (Laini Taylor)! Two queens, separated by thousands of years, connected by secrets
and lies, must continue their fight amid deadly plots and unthinkable betrayals that will test their strength—and
their hearts.
Rielle Dardenne has been anointed Sun Queen, but her trials are far from over. The Gate keeping the angels at bay is
falling. To repair it, Rielle must collect the seven hidden castings of the saints. Meanwhile, to help her prince and
love Audric protect Celdaria, Rielle must spy on the angel Corien—but his promises of freedom and power may
prove too tempting to resist.
Centuries later, Eliana Ferracora grapples with her new reality: She is the Sun Queen, humanity's long-awaited
savior. But fear of corruption—fear of becoming another Rielle—keeps Eliana's power dangerous and unpredictable.
Hunted by all, racing against time to save her dying friend Navi, Eliana must decide how to wear a crown she never
wanted—by embracing her mother's power, or rejecting it forever.

Little Creeping Things
Chelsea Ichaso
9781728210537 – eBook
Unlimited: Simultaneous Access
As a child, Cassidy Pratt accidentally started a fire that killed her neighbor. At least, that's what
she's been told. She can't remember anything from that day. She's pretty sure she didn't mean to do it. She's a
victim too. But her town's bullies, particularly the cruel and beautiful Melody Davenport, have never let her live it
down. In Melody's eyes, Cassidy is a murderer and always will be.
When Cassidy overhears what sounded like an abduction and Melody goes missing, Cassidy knows she should go to
the cops, but... She recently joked about how much she'd like to get rid of Melody. She even planned out the perfect
way to do it. It's up to Cassidy to figure out what really happened, because if she comes forward without a suspect,
she knows people will point fingers at her. Again. And she can't let that happen.
But the truth behind Melody's disappearance will set the whole town ablaze.

Little Women
Louisa May Alcott
9781683357599 – eBook
Unlimited: Simultaneous Access
Readers have been falling for the timeless story of sisters Meg, Jo, Beth, and Amy as they
navigate hardship and adventure in post-Civil War Concord, Massachusetts, for more than
150 years. This new keepsake edition of the classic novel is illustrated throughout with
gorgeous black-and-white photos from the film adaptation written for the screen and directed by Greta Gerwig, and
starring Timothée Chalamet, Chris Cooper, Laura Dern, Louis Garrel, James Norton, Bob Odenkirk, Florence Pugh,
Saoirse Ronan, Eliza Scanlen, Meryl Streep, and Emma Watson, perfect for a new generation of fans. It is the
ultimate introduction to Lousia May’s Alcott’s classic tale as well as a must-have keepsake for fans of the film.

Little Women & Good Wives
Louisa May Alcott
9781848701892 – eBook
Unlimited: Simultaneous Access
It describes the family life of the four March sisters living in a small New England
community, Meg, the eldest, is pretty and wishes to be a lady; Jo, at fifteen is ungainly
and unconventional with an ambition to be an author; Beth is a delicate child of thirteen
with a taste for music and Amy is a blonde beauty of twelve. The story of their domestic
adventures, their attempts to increase the family income, their friendship with the
neighbouring Lawrence family, and their later love affairs remains as fresh and beguiling as ever.
Good Wives takes up the story of the March sisters, some three years later, when, as young adults, they must face
up to the inevitable trials and traumas of everyday life in their search for individual happiness.

Look Closer
Stewart Lewis
9781492662754 – eBook
Unlimited: Simultaneous Access
Ever since Tegan's father died while serving overseas, she's been numb. She quit the swim
team, and without her best friend around to distract her, the weight of her father's death
feels like it will crush her.
Then one morning random letters are circled on her cereal box, letters which spell a name. Tegan doesn't know what to
make of it, but tracks down that boy—only to witness him commit suicide. Tegan is devastated. But when she meets
Edge, a friend of the dead boy, at least someone seems to understand how she feels.
Except she sees another name...and another. And a pattern forms.
Together, Tegan and Edge set out to find those people, to try to save them from their fate. With a renewed purpose,
Tegan is determined to save lives that summer, just like her father used to. But can she save herself?

Merlin's Harp series
Merlin's Harp
Anne Eliot Crompton
9781402246999 – eBook
Unlimited: Simultaneous Access
When I was yet a very young woman I threw my heart away. Ever since then I have lived
heartless, or almost heartless, the way Humans think all Fey live.
Among the towering trees of magical Avalon, where humans dare not tread, lives Niviene, daughter of the Lady of
the Lake. Her people, the Fey, are folk of the wood and avoid the violence and greed of man. But the strife of King
Arthur's realm threatens even the peace of Avalon.
And while Merlin the mage has been training Niviene as his apprentice, he now needs her help to thwart the chaos
devouring Camelot. Niviene's special talents must help save a kingdom and discover the treachery of men and the
beauty of love...

Model Life Takes Fashion Week and Model Life...
Isobella Jade
9780985097554 – eBook
Unlimited: Simultaneous Access
All promises to be glamorous until her tragic runway fall that tumbles into a streak of
painful surprises. ISO walks the catwalk by day and by night goes undercover in disguise.
She’s compelled from her tough beginnings to protect aspiring models in turmoil but after a
runway fall her mission becomes questionable when tragedy strikes and it becomes deadly.
She’s on a mission to find out who killed her favorite photographer. ISO’s story continues in Shanghai, where revenge
and loyalty meet.

My Parent Has Cancer and It Really Sucks
Maya Silver, Marc Silver
9781402273087 – eBook
Unlimited: Simultaneous Access
Real-life advice from real-life teens
Currently one million American teenagers live with a parent who is fighting cancer. It's a
hard blow for those already navigating high school, preparing for college, and becoming
increasingly independent. My Parent Has Cancer and It Really Sucks is the first book written especially for teens to
help during this tough time.
Author Maya Silver was 15 when her mom was diagnosed with breast cancer in 2001. She and her dad, Marc, have
combined their family's personal experience with advice from dozens of medical professionals and real stories from
100 teens--all going through the same thing Maya did.
In a highly designed, engaging style, this book gives practical guidance that includes:
• how to talk about the diagnosis (and what does diagnosis even mean, anyway?)
• the best outlets for stress (punching a wall is not a great one, but should it happen, there are instructions for a
patch job)
• how to deal with friends (especially one the ones with 'pity eyes')
• whether to tell the teachers and guidance counselors and what they should know (how not to get embarrassed in
class)
• what happens in a therapy session and how to find a support group if you want one
A special section for parents also gives tips on strategies for sharing the news, making sure your child doesn't
become the parent, what to do if the outlook is grim, and tips for how to live life after cancer.
My Parent Has Cancer and It Really Sucks allows teens to see that they are not alone. That no matter how rough
things get, they will get through this difficult time. That everything they're feeling is ok. Essays from Gilda Radner's
"Gilda's Club" annual contest are an especially poignant and moving testimony of how other teens dealt with their
family's situation.
PRAISE FOR MY PARENT HAS CANCER AND IT REALLY SUCKS
"Wisely crafted into a wonderfully warm, engaging and informative book that reads like a chat with a group of
friends with helpful advice from the experts."
Paula K. Rauch MD, Director of the Marjorie E. Korff Parenting At a Challenging Time Program
"A must read for parents, kids, teachers and medical staff who know anyone with cancer. You will learn something
on every page."
Anna Gottlieb, MPA, Founder and CEO Gilda's Club Seattle
"This book is a 'must have' for oncologists, cancer treatment centers and families with teenagers."
Kathleen McCue, MA, LSW, CCLS, Director of the Children's Program at The Gathering Place, Cleveland, OH
"My Parent Has Cancer and It Really Sucks provides a much-needed toolkit for teens coping with a parent's cancer. In
this honest and heart-felt guide, Marc Silver and his daughter, Maya, present direct, no-nonsense and helpful
advice."
Jane Saccaro, CEO of Camp Kesem, a camp for children who have a parent with cancer

My Secret Lies With You
Faye Bird
9781474967112 – eBook
Unlimited: Simultaneous Access
Alys appeared last summer, and then she vanished without a trace.
Ifan fell in love with her. Hannah hated her. And Marko regrets what they did.
This summer Cait is new in town, and a girl has been reported missing. Cait needs to
uncover the truth. What happened last summer? And who is Alys?

Nothing Ever Happens Here
Sarah Hagger-Holt
9781474984249 – eBook
Unlimited: Simultaneous Access
Izzy's family is under the spotlight when her dad comes out as Danielle, a trans woman. Izzy
is terrified her family will be torn apart. Will she lose her dad? Will her parents break up?
And what will people at school say? Izzy's always been shy, but now all eyes are on her. Can
she face her fears, find her voice and stand up for what's right?

One Was Lost
Natalie D. Richards
9781492615750 – eBook
Unlimited: Simultaneous Access
Damaged, Deceptive, Dangerous, Darling. When a group of teens wake up in the woods,
these words are inked onto their skin. Are they labels? A warning? They must find the truth
before a killer finds them.
While on a mandatory senior field trip, a flash flood cuts off Sera and three classmates
from their group with no way to call for help. But they're not as alone as they thought...

Orphan, Monster, Spy
Matt Killeen
9781474948302 – eBook
Unlimited: Simultaneous Access
Sarah has played many roles. Dutiful daughter. Talented gymnast. Persecuted Jew. Lost
orphan. But now she faces her most challenging role of all. Now she must become the very
thing she hates. For the only way she can survive as a spy at a boarding school for the cream
of Nazi society is to become a monster like them. A monster who can destroy them.

Prelude for Lost Souls
Helene Dunbar
9781492667384 – eBook
Unlimited: Simultaneous Access
For readers of Nova Ren Suma, Maggie Steifvater, and Maureen Johnson comes a
spellbinding tale about choosing your own path, the families we create for ourselves, and
facing the ghosts of your past.
In the town of St. Hilaire, most make their living by talking to the dead. In the summer, the town gates open to
tourists seeking answers while all activity is controlled by The Guild, a sinister ruling body that sees everything.
Dec Hampton has lived there his entire life, but ever since his parents died, he's been done with it. He knows he has
to leave before anyone has a chance to stop him.
His best friend Russ won't be surprised when Dec leaves—but he will be heartbroken. Russ is a good medium, maybe
even a great one. He's made sacrifices for his gift and will do whatever he can to gain entry to The Guild, even
embracing dark forces and contacting the most elusive ghost in town.
But when the train of Annie Krylova, the piano prodigy whose music has been Dec's main source of solace, breaks
down outside of town, it sets off an unexpected chain of events. And in St. Hilaire, there are no such things as
coincidences.

Racing Savannah
Miranda Kenneally
9781402284779 – eBook
Unlimited: Simultaneous Access
He lives in the estate house, and she spends most of her time in the stables helping her father
train horses. In fact, Savannah has always been much more comfortable around horses than
boys. Especially boys like Jack Goodwin—cocky, popular and completely out of her league. She knows the rules: no
mixing between the staff and the Goodwin family. But Jack has no such boundaries.
With her dream of becoming a jockey, Savannah isn't exactly one to follow the rules either. She's not going to let
someone tell her a girl isn't tough enough to race. Sure, it's dangerous. Then again, so is dating Jack..

The Extinction Trials
Rebel
S.M. Wilson
9781474963787 – eBook
Unlimited: Simultaneous Access
Betrayal. Sacrifice. Survival. Welcome to The Extinction Trials.
Storm and Lincoln's city is burning. The people are starving. The only place left to run is Piloria, the continent of
monsters. It's up to Storm and Lincoln to keep their people alive as they colonize this lethal paradise. But will the biggest
threat to their survival be the monsters in the jungle...or the ones inside the encampment with them?
The Hunger Games meets Jurassic Park in this wildly popular series filled with action, survival and betrayal.
The Pathfinders
Revelation
Jane Dougherty
9781786517715 – eBook
Unlimited: Simultaneous Access
Few are allowed into Paradisio—even fewer escape.
Wormwood has fallen, but the journey isn’t over for Carla and Tully. Erelah the Messenger leads them onward to
Paradisio, where they hope they will find their real home. The Grigori recognize Tully as Israfel, and he takes to his new
role of guardian of music like a duck to water, but Carla’s impressions are of a world with dark secrets hiding in the
shadows. Tully seems absorbed in his music and whenever he comes up for air, Erelah—with her neat little wings—is
waiting. Carla finds consolation with Nathaniel, a Warrior who is a hunk and knows it. But she is playing with fire. Nat
wants her—and what Nat wants, he takes. As if her personal problems weren’t enough, Carla begins to piece together
the mad plan that Nisroc, the Yazata of Paradisio, has lined up for the other worlds. And Tully—who has been promised a
starring role—seems keen to play along with the lunatic scheme. Carla finds herself caught up in a revolution, to stop
Nisroc and the one who is creating his weapon of mass destruction—Tully.
Reverie
Ryan La Sala
9781492682677 – eBook
Unlimited: Simultaneous Access
All Kane Montgomery knows for certain is that the police found him half-dead in the river. He
can't remember anything since an accident robbed him of his memories a few weeks ago.
And the world feels different—reality itself seems different.
So when three of his classmates claim to be his friends and the only people who can tell him what's truly going on, he
doesn't know what to believe or who he can trust. But as he and the others are dragged into unimaginable worlds that
materialize out of nowhere—the gym warps into a subterranean temple, a historical home nearby blooms into a
Victorian romance rife with scandal and sorcery—Kane realizes that nothing in his life is an accident, and only he can
stop their world from unravelling.

RoseBlood
A. G. Howard
9781613121412 – eBook
Unlimited: Simultaneous Access
Rune Germain moves to a boarding school outside of Paris, only to discover that at this operahouse-turned-music-conservatory, phantoms really do exist. RoseBlood is a Phantom of the
Opera–inspired retelling in which Rune’s biggest talent—her voice—is also her biggest curse.
Fans of Daughter of Smoke and Bone and the Splintered series will find themselves captivated by this pulse-pounding
spin on a classic tale. Rune, whose voice has been compared to that of an angel, has a mysterious affliction linked to her
talent that leaves her sick and drained at the end of every performance. Convinced creative direction will cure her, her
mother ships her off to a French boarding school for the arts, rumored to have a haunted past.
Shortly after arriving at RoseBlood conservatory, Rune starts to believe something otherworldly is indeed afoot. The
mystery boy she’s seen frequenting the graveyard beside the opera house doesn’t have any classes at the school, and
vanishes almost as quickly as he appears. When Rune begins to develop a secret friendship with the elusive Thorn, who
dresses in clothing straight out of the 19th century, she realizes that in his presence she feels cured. Thorn may be falling
for Rune, but the phantom haunting RoseBlood wants her for a very specific and dangerous purpose. As their love
continues to grow, Thorn is faced with an impossible choice: lead Rune to her destruction, or save her and face the
wrath of the phantom, the only father he’s ever known.

Mask of Shadows
Ruin of Stars
Linsey Miller
9781492647539 – eBook
Unlimited: Simultaneous Access
The thrilling conclusion to the Mask of Shadows duology that weaves a tale of magic,
shadows, and most importantly, revenge.
As one of the Queen's elite assassins, Sal finally has the power, prestige, and permission to hunt down the lords who
killed their family. But Sal still has to figure out who the culprits are. They must enlist the help of some old friends and
enemies while ignoring a growing distaste for the queen and that the charming Elise is being held prisoner by her father.
But there's something terribly wrong in the north. Talk of the return of shadows, missing children, and magic abounds.
As Sal takes out the people responsible for their ruined homeland, Sal learns secrets and truths that can't be forgotten.

Scared Little Rabbits
A.V. Geiger
9781492648291 – eBook
Unlimited: Simultaneous Access
One-by-one, we made our way up the narrow trail from the edge of campus. Now, we wait
shoulder to shoulder behind the police tape. Nineteen summer students. All but one.
When Nora gets accepted into her dream summer program at the prestigious Winthrop Academy, she jumps at the
chance to put her coding skills to use. But then a fellow student goes missing-and the tech trail for the crime leads back
to Nora. Running scared, Nora must race to clear her name and uncover the sordid truth...or she might be the next to
disappear.

Seafire
Natalie C. Parker
9781474971270 – eBook
Unlimited: Simultaneous Access
Caledonia’s family were murdered by ruthless warlord Aric Athair. Now captain of a crew of
girls who have lost everything too, she has one mission: to take down Athair’s fleet. But when
a rogue boy from Athair’s crew saves the life of her best friend, she faces an impossible
choice. If she lets the boy live, will he help them – or destroy them?

Secrets of the Terra-Cotta Soldier
Ying Chang Compestine
9781613125328 – eBook
Unlimited: Simultaneous Access
In this action-packed adventure and coming-of-age story that finely weaves fact and fiction,
thirteen-year-old Ming lives in a small village in Maoist China in the 1970s. His father is
convinced that Emperor Qin’s tomb—and the life-size terra-cotta army created to serve and
protect the emperor in the afterlife—lies hidden in the hills around them. But if Ming’s father doesn’t prove it soon,
the town’s Political Officer will condemn him to the brutal labor camps. From the stories of a terra-cotta soldier who
has survived through the centuries, Ming learns the history of Emperor Qin, known for building the Great Wall of
China, and how and why the terra-cotta soldiers came to be. As their unlikely friendship develops, Ming experiences
the mysterious tomb firsthand, braving deadly traps and witnessing the terra-cotta army in action. Most importantly,
he comes to see how he can save both the terra-cotta soldiers and his father from the corrupt Political Officer and
his Communist cronies.

See Jane Run
Hannah Jayne
9781402282461 – eBook
Unlimited: Simultaneous Access
I know who you are.
When Riley first gets the postcard tucked into her bag, she thinks it's a joke. Then she finds a
birth certificate for a girl named Jane Elizabeth O'Leary hidden inside her baby book.
Riley's parents have always been pretty overprotective. What if it wasn't for her safety...but fear of her finding out their
secret? What have they been hiding?
The only way to know the truth? Find out what happened to Jane O'Leary.

Six Months Later
Natalie Richards
9781402285523 – eBook
Unlimited: Simultaneous Access
When Chloe fell asleep in study hall, it was the middle of May. When she wakes up, snow is
on the ground and she can't remember the last six months of her life.
Before, she'd been a mediocre student. Now, she's on track for valedictorian and being
recruited by Ivy League schools. Before, she never had a chance with super jock Blake. Now he's her boyfriend.
Before, she and Maggie were inseparable. Now her best friend won't speak to her.
What happened to her? Remembering the truth could be more dangerous than she knows...

So You Want to Publish Your Own Book & E-Book...
Myra Faye Turner
9781620232200 – eBook
Unlimited: Simultaneous Access
Publishing two books, selling film rights, and being in TIME magazine— these kind of seem
like pipe dreams. However, this is actually the life story of Beth Reekles, the famous 17-yearold writer. Being a successful writer at a young age is no longer a pipe dream, and this book
can help make it your reality. With a bit of humor and a conversationally quirky tone, this book shows the young adult
audience how to write a killer query letter and book proposal. Teens will also learn what to look for in literary agents and
editors and how to read the fine print on contracts. The creative part of book publishing is covered with beautifully
colored photography and graphics; you will learn how to create an eye-catching cover as well as some basics on book
design. Reader familiarity is the biggest factor in sales, with 60 percent of readers saying they’re more likely to purchase
if they’ve heard of the author. This may seem like a catch 22 for young people, but this book arms you with dozens of
low-cost tactics to get your name in the limelight.
You will learn about book tours, signings, and how to make the most of Amazon’s marketplace. Advice and information
from all types of publishers and authors gives you a real-life glimpse into today’s publishing industry.

Sofa Surfer
Malcolm Duffy
9781786697660 – eBook
Unlimited: Simultaneous Access
Written with humour and heart, Sofa Surfer looks at what it means to be homeless.
Malcolm Duffy's debut novel Me Mam. Me Dad. Me., about domestic violence, won the YA
category of the Sheffield Children's Book Award 2019, the Redbridge Children's Book Award
2019, was shortlisted for the Waterstones Children's Prize 2019 and selected for World Book Night.
15-year-old Tyler's teenage angst turns to outright rebellion when his family leave London for a new life in Yorkshire.
He's angry with his parents about the upheaval and furious at losing his home. With only the dog to confide in, Tyler has
no idea that a chance meeting with a skinny girl called Spider will lead him into a world he never even knew existed.
Spider is sofa surfing and Tyler finds himself spinning a tangled web of lies in his efforts to help her escape her world of
fear and insecurity.

Some Boys
Patty Blount
9781402298578 – eBook
Unlimited: Simultaneous Access
When Grace meets Ian, she's afraid. Afraid he'll reject her like the rest of the school, like her
own family. After she accuses Zac, the town golden boy, of rape, everyone turns against her.
Ian wouldn't be the first to call her a slut and a liar.
Except Ian doesn't reject her. He's the one person who looks past the taunts and the names and the tough-girl act to see
the real Grace. He's the one who gives her the courage to fight back.
He's also Zac's best friend.

Someone I Used to Know
Patty Blount
9781492632825 – eBook
Unlimited: Simultaneous Access
It's been two years since the night that changed Ashley's life. Two years since she was
raped by her brother's teammate. And a year since she sat in a court and watched as he
was given a slap on the wrist sentence. But the years have done nothing to stop the pain.
It's been two years of hell for Derek. His family is totally messed up and he and his sister
are barely speaking. He knows he handled it all wrong. Now at college, he has to come to terms with what
happened, and the rape culture that he was inadvertently a part of that destroyed his sister's life.
When it all comes to head at Thanksgiving, Derek and Ashley have to decide if their relationship is able to be
saved. And if their family can ever be whole again.

Stain
A. G. Howard
9781683354079 – eBook
Unlimited: Simultaneous Access
Meanwhile, in Lyra’s rival kingdom, the prince of thorns and night is dying, and the only way
for him to break his curse is to wed the princess of daylight—for she is his true equal. As
Lyra finds her way back to her identity, an imposter princess prepares to steal her
betrothed prince and her crown. To win back her kingdom, save the prince, and make
peace with the land of the night, Lyra must be loud enough to be heard without a voice, and strong enough to pass a
series of tests—ultimately proving she’s everything a traditional princess is not

Gym Stars
Summertime and Somersaults
Jane Lawes
9781474923545 – eBook
Unlimited: Simultaneous Access
Tara loves gym and spends every spare moment practising in her garden. When she joins
the Silverdale Gym Club, Tara’s catapulted into their star team. But with so many new
things to learn – like backflips, somersaults and handsprings, how will Tara ever catch up
with her talented teammates?

Tamburlaine the Great - Part II
Christopher Marlowe
9781785434860 – eBook
Unlimited: Simultaneous Access
Christopher Marlowe was born in Canterbury to shoemaker John Marlowe and his wife
Catherine. His exact date of birth is not known, but he was baptised on 26 February 1564.
And with this, Christopher Marlowe, one of the supreme English literary talents, made his
entrance into the world. Little is really known of his life except that from an early age,
even at University, he was perhaps working as a spy. His short life was filled with writing
great works of exceptional quality. From the Jew of Malta to Doctor Faustus and Tamburlaine the Great Parts I & II his
pen was the tool by which this great mind bequeathed great works to the world. Add to this so many other stories of
what Marlowe was or might have been: a spy, a brawler, a heretic, a "magician", "duellist", "tobacco-user",
"counterfeiter", “atheist”, and "rakehell". But certainly add to this; playwright and poet. An original. Christopher
Marlowe was buried in an unmarked grave in the churchyard of St. Nicholas, Deptford on June 1st, 1593. Had his life not
been so curtailed it seems that the Elizabethan Age may well have had two giants of equal standing: Shakespeare and
Marlowe.

That Night
Cyn Balog
9781492679059 – eBook
Unlimited: Simultaneous Access
Some secrets are best left buried...
It's been a year since Hailey's boyfriend Declan died, and Hailey is still far from okay. She's
lost almost all her friends, her grades are falling, and she pretty much lives wrapped up in
bed. Everyone says Declan's death was a suicide-after all, his father's gun was found near
his body-but Hailey knows that the happy, confident Declan she knew would never do that. She's positive. The
problem is, she can't remember anything from the day he died. Kane, Declan's stepbrother and Hailey's best friend,
thinks that everyone should move on-why relive the pain? But when Hailey sees a strange picture with a threatening
message amongst Declan's belongings, she's convinced she has proof that there's more to the story. Hailey starts
searching for answers and throws herself into memories her subconscious tried to make her forget...and the deeper
she looks, the more she remembers. But the truth she uncovers will be more dangerous and more devastating than
she could have ever imagined.

The Artist and Me
Hannah Kay
9781784307585 – eBook
Unlimited: Simultaneous Access
Like the colorful strokes of her brush, love changes the canvas of their lives.
Lucas is just a small town writer starting a summer internship at the local paper when Julie
blows into town like a cyclone. Legs a mile long, ginger hair that curls delicately to the
small of her back and a smile that could generate enough energy to power Carltonville for
months on end, she is easily a knockout. Unlike the other girls at the high school, though,
she simply is what she is—beautiful, smart, confident and an artist to her core—all facts that cause the girls to hate her
and the guys to want her. By some stroke of luck—or so he feels—she is choosing to give Lucas, the quiet writer guy, a
chance. It doesn’t add up, but Lucas isn’t going to dispute it. He just prays to the great God in Heaven that he doesn’t
screw it up. The writer and the artist—pen and paint. Is this story a masterpiece that will stand the test of time or will it
fade with the summer sun?

Otherworld
The Boy with the Hidden Name
Skylar Dorset
9781402292576 – eBook
Unlimited: Simultaneous Access
"Benedict Le Fay will betray you. And then he will die."
Betrayal and death—not quite the prophecy Selkie wanted about her first love. A halffaerie princess with a price on her head, Selkie Stewart just wants a little normal in her
life. Not another crazy prophecy. Besides, she and Ben are a team. They're the two most wanted individuals in the
Otherworld, and fated to bring down the Seelie Fairie Court and put an end to their reign of terror. Nothing can
come between them. Until Ben leaves. And the sun goes out. And the chiming bells deafen all of Boston.

The Chimpanzee & Me
Ben Garrod
9781788547628 – eBook
Unlimited: Simultaneous Access
For over a decade, Ben Garrod has studied chimpanzees to find ways to protect and
conserve them. We join Ben on a journey that has taken him around the world, studying
eastern chimps in the humid forests of Uganda and the critically endangered western
chimps of Liberia.
In his trademark infectious, lighthearted style, Ben describes encounters with chimpanzees that highlight the
different threats they face. From the illegal international pet trade, to bushmeat markets, and the effects of
relentless habitat destruction – not to mention how your new furniture, your toothpaste and even your mobile
phone are all implicated in their falling numbers.

Storm Crow
The Crow Rider
Kalyn Josephson
9781492672975 – eBook
The thrilling conclusion to the epic Storm Crow duology that follows a fallen princess as she
tries to bring back the magical elemental crows taken from her people. Thia, her allies, and
her crow, Res, are planning a rebellion to defeat Queen Razel and Illucia once and for all.
Thia must convince the neighboring kingdoms to come to her aid, and Res's show of
strength is the only thing that can help her. But so many obstacles stand in her way. Res excels at his training, until
he loses control of his magic, harming Thia in the process. She is also pursued by Prince Ericen, heir to the Illucian
throne and the one person she can't trust but can't seem to stay away from. As the rebel group prepares for war,
Res's magic grows more unstable. Thia has to decide if she can rely on herself and their bond enough to lead the
rebellion and become the crow rider she was meant to be.

The Dark Beneath the Ice
Amelinda Bérubé
9781492657088 – eBook
Unlimited: Simultaneous Access
Something is wrong with Marianne.
It's not just that her parents have finally split up. Or that life hasn't been the same since she
quit dancing. Or even that her mother has checked herself into the hospital.
She's losing time. Doing things she would never do. And objects around her seem to break whenever she comes close.
Something is after her. And the only one who seems to believe her is the daughter of a local psychic.
But their first attempt at an exorcism calls down the full force of the thing's rage. It demands Marianne give back what
she stole. Whatever is haunting her, it wants everything she has—everything it's convinced she stole. Marianne must
uncover the truth that lies beneath it all before the nightmare can take what it thinks it's owed, leaving Marianne
trapped in the darkness of the other side.

The Last 8 The First 7
Laura Pohl
9781492673477 – eBook
The thrilling conclusion to The Last 8 duology that follows the Last Teenagers on Earth as they
head home to a now-hostile planet. Clover Martinez and The Last Teenagers on Earth are busy
exploring the galaxy after leaving earth behind...even if they can't help but be a little homesick.
So when their ship receives a distress signal from their former planet, they hope against hope
that it means other survivors. But as soon as they arrive, they realize something's deeply wrong: strange crystal
formations have popped up everywhere and there's some sort of barrier keeping them from leaving.
Seeking the origin of the formations and the reason for the barrier, the group discovers a colony of survivors hidden in
the mountains. But the survivors aren't who they seem...

The Girl from the Well
Rin Chupeco
9781402292194 – eBook
I am where dead children go.
Okiku is a lonely soul. She has wandered the world for centuries, freeing the spirits of the
murdered-dead. Once a victim herself, she now takes the lives of killers with the vengeance
they're due. But releasing innocent ghosts from their ethereal tethers does not bring Okiku
peace. Still she drifts on.
Such is her existence, until she meets Tark. Evil writhes beneath the moody teen's skin, trapped by a series of intricate
tattoos. While his neighbors fear him, Okiku knows the boy is not a monster. Tark needs to be freed from the
malevolence that clings to him. There's just one problem: if the demon dies, so does its host.

The Goodbye Summer
Sarah Van Name
9781492677048 – eBook
Unlimited: Simultaneous Access
Sarah Dessen meets Morgan Matson in the perfect summer debut about learning to say
goodbye—or finding a reason to stay.
Caroline is counting the days until September, when she'll turn seventeen and she and her older boyfriend, Jake, will
run away together. She doesn't feel connected to anyone at home now that she has him, and she can't wait to see
the world with the most important person in her life. So with just a few more months until freedom, she spends her
summer working at the local aquarium gift shop and dreaming of the fall. Then she meets Georgia, a counselor at
the aquarium's camp, and Caroline's world changes. Through pizza lunches, trips to amusement parks, and midnight
talks, Georgia begins to show Caroline there's more to life than being with Jake. The stronger Georgia and Caroline's
bond grows, the more uneasy Caroline becomes about her plans to leave. When summer comes to a close, she'll
have to say goodbye to someone...but who is she willing to lose?

The Heart Forger
Rin Chupeco
9781492635864 – eBook
Unlimited: Simultaneous Access
In The Bone Witch, Tea mastered resurrection—now she's after revenge...
No one knows death like Tea. A bone witch who can resurrect the dead, she has the power to
take life...and return it. And she is done with her self-imposed exile. Her heart is set on
vengeance, and she now possesses all she needs to command the mighty daeva. With the help of these terrifying
beasts, she can finally enact revenge against the royals who wronged her—and took the life of her one true love.
But there are those who plot against her, those who would use Tea's dark power for their own nefarious ends.
Because you can't kill someone who can never die...
War is brewing among the kingdoms, and when dark magic is at play, no one is safe.

The Inside Story
Peter Ferguson and Michael Buckley
9781683352587 – eBook
Unlimited: Simultaneous Access
Fans of fractured fairy tales will be delighted to discover the fantasy, mystery, adventure,
and humor in the beloved New York Times bestselling Sisters Grimm series by Michael
Buckley, now with new cover art. As featured on NBC’s The Today Show, the nine wildly
popular books are favorites around the world. They were among the first books to bring a
distinctly girl-power spin to fairy tales—a spin taken up by TV shows such as Grimm
and Once Upon a Time, the bestselling book series The Land of Stories, and more.
Book 8 follows Sabrina, Daphne, and Puck through the world of the Book of Everafter, where all the fairy tales are
stored and enchanted characters can change their destinies. The kids pursue the Master through a series of stories,
where they're willing to change what they need in order to save their baby brother. Soon, however, they are
confronted by The Editor—the book's guardian—who, along with an army of tiny monsters known as Revisers,
threatens the children with dire consequences if they don't stick to the stories. They move from one tale to the next,
chasing the Master in an attempt to stop his plan to steal and inhabit the child's body. Along the way they'll meet
Alice (of Wonderland), Mowgli, Jack the Giant Killer, Hansel and Gretel, and the Headless Horseman. But will they
find their brother in time?

The Jungle Book & the Second Jungle Book
Rudyard Kipling
9781848701915 – eBook
The Jungle Book introduces Mowgli, the human foundling adopted by a family of wolves. It tells
of the enmity between him and the tiger Shere Khan, who killed Mowgli's parents, and of the
friendship between the man-cub and Bagheera, the black panther, and Baloo, the sleepy
brown bear, who instructs Mowgli in the Laws of the Jungle.
The Second Jungle Book contains some of the most thrilling of the Mowgli stories. It includes
Red Dog, in which Mowgli forms an unlikely alliance with the python Kaa, How Fear Came and
Letting in the Jungle as well as The Spring Running, which brings Mowgli to manhood and the realisation that
he must leave Bagheera, Baloo and his other friends for the world of man.

The Last Summer of the Garrett Girls
Jessica Spotswood
9781492622208 – eBook
One summer will challenge everything the Garrett sisters thought they knew about
themselves—and each other in this captivating new novel by Jessica Spotswood.
As the oldest, Des shoulders a lot of responsibility for her family and their independent
bookstore. Except it's hard to dream big when she's so busy taking care of everyone else.
Vi has a crush on the girl next door. It makes her happy and nervous, but Cece has a
boyfriend...so it's not like her feelings could ever be reciprocated, right?
Kat lands the lead in the community theater's summer play, but the drama spills offstage when her ex and his
new girlfriend are cast too. Can she get revenge by staging a new romance of her own?
Bea and her boyfriend are heading off to college together in the fall, just like they planned when they started
dating. But Bea isn't sure she wants the same things as when she was thirteen...
Told through four alternating points of view, readers will laugh, cry, and fall in love alongside the Garrett girls.

The Lost
Natasha Preston
9781492652274 – eBook
It's a fight for survival in a building designed to ensure that no one makes it out alive.
In Piper's hometown, teenagers keep disappearing, and everyone assumes they're just a bunch
of runaways. But when yet another person vanishes, Piper and her best friend Hazel suspect
something more sinister is going on.
So they decide to investigate, determined to learn the truth. Their search for answers leads them to the source of
the missing...and their captors. Piper and Hazel suddenly find themselves locked away in a secluded property in the
middle of a privately owned forest.
But the building isn't only meant to keep them imprisoned; every room is a test to see if they can make it out alive.
And failure means being lost...forever.
A high stakes thriller for readers of One of Us is Lying and The Cheerleaders!

The Ocelot Secret
Eugene Hunter Pool
9781543935745 – eBook
When three US teens from radically different backgrounds meet on a scientific expedition to
the Costa Rican jungle to study the threatened ocelot, they must forge an immediate bond in
order to survive in the wild and block an illegal overseas shipment of ocelots and other rare
animals.The Ocelot Secret, an MG adventure novel, features Nikki Wing, Taylor Strange, and
Joel Parley, zoological interns from Hawaii, Aspen, and Trinidad and Tobago. They navigate the dense rain forest;
discover, and eventually outwit, a band of poachers; zipwire through the jungle treetops to escape them; and
enlist the aid of local youths in a daring midnight raid to free an ocean freighter full of captured animals, putting
an end to the poaching.

The Pieces of Ourselves
Maggie Harcourt
9781474984324 – eBook
Flora "doesn't do people", not since the Incident that led to her leaving school midway through
her GCSEs. The Incident that led to her being diagnosed with bipolar II. The Incident that left her
in pieces.Until Hal arrives. He's researching a story about a missing World War I soldier, and he
wants Flora's help. Flora used to love history before the Incident, but spending so much time
with Hal is her worst nightmare.Yet as they begin to piece together the life of the missing soldier, a life of lost love,
secrets and lies, Flora finds a piece of herself falling for Hal.

The Places I’ve Cried in Public
Holly Bourne
9781474967051 – eBook
Amelie loved Reese. And she thought he loved her. But she’s starting to realise love isn’t
supposed to hurt like this. So now she’s retracing their story and untangling what happened by
revisiting all the places he made her cry. Because if she works out what went wrong, perhaps
she can finally learn to get over him.

Teacher’s Resources

The Raven's Tale by Cat Winters
Cat Winters
9781683354864 – eBook
Seventeen-year-old Edgar Poe counts down the days until he can escape his foster family—the
wealthy Allans of Richmond, Virginia. He hungers for his upcoming life as a student at the
prestigious new university, almost as much as he longs to marry his beloved Elmira Royster.
However, on the brink of his departure, all his plans go awry when a macabre Muse named
Lenore appears to him. Muses are frightful creatures that lead Artists down a path of ruin and disgrace, and no
respectable person could possibly understand or accept them. But Lenore steps out of the shadows with one
request: “Let them see me!”

The Real Prom Queens of Westfield High by Laurie Boyle Crompton
Laurie Boyle Crompton
9781402273476 – eBook
Unlimited: Simultaneous Access
WESTFIELD Reality television is heading to high school! Watch the drama unfold as the three
biggest nobodies in Westfield High's senior calls get a shot at becoming popular!
Our hidden cameras will catch all the action as they vie for the ultimate label of acceptance
and popularity—Prom Queen! It's no surprise to Shannon when she is voted least likely to be prom queen at
Westfield High. That is until she's selected to co-star in a hidden-camera reality show, The Prom Queen Wannabes,
and undergoes a complete makeover. Now the social hierarchy of the entire senior class is about to be turned upside
down. But when Shannon uncovers proof that the beauty business can be awfully ugly, she must find a way to show
her BFF and one true crush that underneath the fabulous makeover, she really hasn't changed.
This prom night is about to shock everyone's corsages off.

The Savage Blue
Zoraida Cordova
9781402265143 – eBook
Deeper and darker than Tristan could have imagined. Beneath its calm blue surface, an ancient
battle is churning-and no one is safe.
In the quest for the Sea Throne, Tristan has already watched one good friend die. Now he must
lead the rest on a dangerous voyage in search of the trident that will make him king. But while
Tristan chases his destiny, the dark forces racing against him are getting stronger, and the sea witch of his
nightmares is getting closer.
Battling sea dragons and savage creatures of the deep, Tristan needs his friends' support. But they each have their
secrets, and a betrayal will force Tristan to choose between his crown and his best friend Layla-the only girl he's ever
loved.

The Six
Mark Alpert
9781492615309 – eBook
To save humanity, they must give up their own.
Adam's muscular dystrophy has stolen his mobility, his friends, and in a few short years, it will take
his life. Virtual reality games are Adam's only escape from his wheelchair. In his alternate world, he
can defeat anyone. Running, jumping, scoring touchdowns: Adam is always the hero.
Then an artificial intelligence program, Sigma, hacks into Adam's game. Created by Adam's computer-genius father,
Sigma has gone rogue, threatening Adam's life-and world domination. Their one chance to stop Sigma is using
technology Adam's dad developed to digitally preserve the mind of his dying son. Along with a select group of other
terminally ill teens, Adam becomes one of the Six who have forfeited their bodies to inhabit weaponized robots. But
with time running short, the Six must learn to manipulate their new mechanical forms and work together to train for
epic combat...before Sigma destroys humanity.

The Silence by Mark Alpert
Mark Alpert
9781492648970 – eBook
Nothing is as it seems...
When Adam joined the Pioneer program, he became one of six teens to forfeit their bodies for
a new, digital existence. Together, the Six were unstoppable, protecting the world from
artificial-intelligence systems that threatened the human race. But they were more than a
team—they were family. Until now.Adam has a complex power within his circuitry that defies the very laws of
physics. He wasn't programmed to have this power, and he can barely control it or its consequences. Adam's never
felt more alone.
Amber, the newest Pioneer, knows what it is like to be an outsider. She gets him in a way the others don't. Except
Amber's software has been corrupted, and until Adam figures out exactly what she's become, the Pioneers—and the
world—are in mortal danger.

The Stolen Ones
Vanessa Curtis
9781474963763 – eBook
My name is Inge. I am sixteen. I live in Munich. Food is rationed, though the war ended
years ago. My boyfriend is Jewish. My parents would not approve, so I hide this from them.
I think they are hiding something from me, too. Letters arrive on my birthday, but they are
not addressed to me. They are for a girl named Kasia. This is her story.
Teaching Resources for this Book

The Storm Crow
Kalyn Josephson
9781492672944 – eBook
Eragon meets And I Darken in this thrilling new fantasy debut that follows a fallen princess
as she ignites a rebellion to bring back the magical elemental crows that were taken from
her people. Thia was born to be a crow rider.
In her kingdom of Rhodaire, magical elemental crows are what keeps the city running. For
her entire life Thia has known she will hatch a crow, train, and become a rider—a warrior.
But when the Illucian empire invades in a calculated attack, they kill all the crows and
destroy the eggs in a horrible fire that also robs Thia of her mother and mentor.

The Story of Martin Luther King Jr.'s Assassination
Myra Turner
9781620234471 – eBook
Have you ever wondered why it seems like almost every city has a street named after Dr.
Martin Luther King, Jr.? Or why there is a national holiday in January to honor his
birthday?This book explores how the Baptist preacher from Atlanta came to be the leader
of the 1960s civil rights movement. You will explore his influential acts of civil disobedience,
like the March on Washington in 1963, when he delivered his famous “I Have a Dream”
speech. You will learn about the causes he championed, including ending racial
discrimination in the workplace and establishing a higher minimum wage, topics still making headlines today. Take a
closer look at the extraordinary life of this family man, eloquent speaker, and Nobel Peace Prize winner, cut short in
1968 when he was shot at age 39. Learn why even after his death, Dr. King has been honored with presidential and
congressional medals, a monument on Washington, D.C.’s National Mall, and streets named after him in more than
900 cities.

The Summer of Skinny Dipping
Amanda Howells
9781402253706 – eBook
Sometimes I wake up shivering in the early hours of the morning, drowning in dreams of
being out there in the ocean that summer, of looking up at the moon and feeling as invisible
and free as a fish. But I'm jumping ahead, and to tell the story right I have to go back to the
beginning. To a place called Indigo Beach. To a boy with pale skin that glowed against the
dark waves. To the start of something neither of us could have predicted, and which would
mark us forever, making everything that came after and before seem like it belonged to
another life.
"Many teens will appreciate this first novel for how the dialogue not only captures the dynamics of Mia's standoffs
with her peers but also reveals her surprising discoveries about adults. Mia's first-person narrative is right on about
wanting to be "cool" ("I couldn't help wishing I was more like them") even as she despises much of what "they" stand
for." — BooklistUnlimited:

The Young Adult's Guide to Identity Theft
Myra Faye Turner
9781620231807 – eBook
The sooner you learn how to avoid identity theft, the better. The Federal Trade Commission
(FTC) says that as many as one in every eight adults and one in every four households has
been victimized by identity thieves in the past five years. To make matters even worse, if
you end up a victim of identity theft, it can take years to clean up the mess. Being young is
about starting a life and having opportunities, not dealing with scammers and identity theft.
In the age of the internet, fraud is a serious risk that we all face. This book provides the
young adult audience with all of the information they need to stop these serious problems in a conversational, and
sometimes humorous, tone. From teaching teens what identity fraud is to identifying the warning signs, this book
has you covered. The young adult audience will learn what to look for when they’re buying that new record or
contour kit online, such as websites that should not be trusted. You will also find a step-by-step guide to recovering
your identity in case it has actually been stolen.

The Young Adult's Guide to Robert's Rules of... by Hannah Litwiller
Hannah Litwiller
9781620231722 – eBook
Approximately 95 percent of all clubs, organizations, and governments in the United States
practice Robert’s Rules of Order. However, these rules were written almost 150 years ago. This
book brings a seemingly outdated guide into the 21st century by focusing on the role of
technology and the internet in your club or organization.
This book will teach you everything you need to know about how to run an effective meeting.
You’ll learn about different kinds of meetings, how to plan efficiently, and even how to determine if your meeting
was awesome. You will also learn about the traditional book, Robert’s Rules of Order, which is explained in an easyto-read way — no age restrictions here.
More eBooks from: Reference

The Young Adult's Guide to Starting a Small...
9781620231623 – eBook
With the minimum wage being what it is and the job opportunities seeming less than ideal, it
might seem like a good idea to start making cash on your own terms. This guide will give you
101 ideas for starting your own money-making business.
We cover options such as pet sitting, babysitting, and tutoring in great detail. You will learn
how to use the Internet to help you make money with options such as surveys, advertising,
blogs, and social media.
This book not only covers how to make your own money, but it also teaches you how to save
it and how to make it grow by creating a budget, all presented specifically with teenagers in mind.
This book contains inspiring stories from young adults who have started their own businesses. If you have been
hitting the pavement but are coming up short in the job department, all is not lost. With this guide in your back
pocket, you can start making money on your own terms without having to depend on your parents.
More eBooks from: Business, Business

The Young Adult's Guide to Stop Bullying
Rebekah Sack
9781601389992 – eBook
You will learn about cyber bullying, phone or note bullying, gang bullying, teacher bullying, and
sports bullying. You deserve to go to school free from intimidation. Help make your school
bully-free by using the information contained in this new book. If you are interested in learning
essentially everything there is to know about stopping bullies and bullying, then this book is for
you. Finding customers is not a problem in this market; locating quality items to sell is the
challenge. Where do you find the merchandise you need to sell on eBay? What do you do
when you have cleaned out your closets and attics and exhausted your personal stash? The revised 2nd Edition of
How and Where to Locate the Merchandise to Sell on eBay: Insider Information You Need to Know from the Experts
Who Do It Every Day is an updated, comprehensive, and detailed compilation of information on where to find
products you can buy for a few cents on the dollar and resell for profit. This book is intended for online sellers who
want to build a business that can be grown over time by selling quality merchandise in quantity.

The Young Adult's Survival Guide to Interviews.
Rebekah Sack
9781620230015 – eBook
Preparing for interviews in the job market is something seldom learned in classrooms but is
overwhelmingly important for long-term success. Learning the skills necessary for getting the
job is something you can start now. Learn all the tips and tricks you need in order to land the
summer job you've had your eye on or to get that camp counselor position you've always
wanted. Inside, you will find sample questions and possible answers that you can adapt to fit
your every need. Learn tips and tricks that can give you an edge over other possible employees.
Understand what employers are looking for in an interviewee. Gain the confidence you need to go into your first
interview with your head held high. Know what to expect when getting into the interview process.
Gain knowledge that will assist you as you interview for positions all throughout life.
More eBooks from Rebekah Sack

Things I Can't Forget
Miranda Kenneally
9781402271915 – eBook
Kate has always been the good girl. Too good, according to some people at school—although
they have no idea the guilty secret she carries. But this summer, everything is different...
This summer she's a counselor at Cumberland Creek summer camp, and she wants to put the
past behind her. This summer Matt is back as a counselor too. He's the first guy she ever kissed,
and he's gone from geeky songwriter who loved The Hardy Boys to a buff lifeguard who loves to
flirt...with her. Kate used to think the world was black and white, right and wrong. Turns out,
life isn't that easy...

This Song Is (Not) for You
Laura Nowlin
9781492602910 – eBook
Sam loves Ramona, but he would never expect her to feel the same way-she's too quirky and
cool for someone like him. Still, they complement each other perfectly, both as best friends
and as a band. Then they meet Tom. Tom makes music too, and he's the band's missing piece.
The three quickly become inseparable. Except Ramona's falling in love with Tom. But she
hasn't fallen out of love with Sam either. How can she be true to her feelings without breaking
up the band?

This Train Is Being Held
Isme Williams
9781683354871 – eBook
Alex is a baseball player. A great one. His papi is pushing him to go pro, but Alex maybe wants
to be a poet. Not that Papi would understand or allow that.
Isa is a dancer. She'd love to go pro, if only her Havana-born mom weren't dead set against
it...just like she's dead set against her daughter falling for a Latino. And Isa's privileged
private-school life—with her dad losing his job and her older brother struggling with mental
illness—is falling apart. Not that she'd ever tell that to Alex.

TMI
Patty Blount
9781402273414 – eBook
Bailey's falling head-over-heels for Ryder West, a mysterious gamer she met online. A guy
she's never met in person. Her best friend, Meg, doesn't trust smooth-talking Ryder. He's
just a picture-less profile.
When Bailey starts blowing Meg off to spend more virtual quality time with her new crush,
Meg decides it's time to prove Ryder's a phony.
But one stupid little secret posted online turns into a friendship-destroying feud to answer
the question: Who is Ryder West?

Truly, Madly, Deadly
Hannah Jayne
9781402281228 – eBook
Sawyer Dodd is a star athlete, a straight-A student, and the envy of every other girl who
wants to date Kevin Anderson. When Kevin dies in a tragic car crash, Sawyer is stunned.
Then she opens her locker to find a note:
You're welcome.
Someone saw what he did to her. Someone knows that Sawyer and Kevin weren't the
perfect couple they seemed to be. And that someone—a killer—is now shadowing
Sawyer's every move...

Unnatural Deeds
Cyn Balog
9781492635802 – eBook
Victoria Zell doesn't fit in, not that she cares what anyone thinks. She and her
homeschooled boyfriend, Andrew, are inseparable. All they need is each other. That is,
until Zachary Zimmerman joins her homeroom. Within an hour of meeting, he
convinces good-girl Vic to cut class. And she can't get enough of that rush.
Despite Vic's loyalty to Andrew, she finds her life slowly entwining with Z's. Soon she's
lying to everyone she knows in an effort to unravel Z's secrets. Except Z's not the only
one with a past. Victoria's hiding her own secrets, secrets that will come back to haunt
her...and destroy everything in her path.

Village of Scoundrels
Margi Preus
9781613125076 – eBook
Newbery Honor recipient Margi Preus tells the incredible true story of a group of
French teenagers who helped save refugees in WWII.
Based on the true story of the French villagers in WWII who saved thousands of Jews,
this novel tells how a group of young teenagers stood up for what is right. Among them
is a young Jewish boy who learns to forge documents to save his mother and later goes
on to save hundreds of lives with his forgery skills. There is also a girl who overcomes
her fear to carry messages for the Resistance. And a boy who smuggles people into
Switzerland. But there is always the threat that they will be caught: A policeman is sent
to keep an eye on them, German soldiers reside in a local hotel, and eventually the
Gestapo arrives, armed with guns and a list of names. As the knot tightens, the young
people must race against time to bring their friends to safety.

Watched
CJ Lyons
9781402285493 – eBook
Jesse is terrified. For four years, a twisted hacker named King has hijacked his computer
webcam, collecting incriminating photos and videos he uses to blackmail Jesse. So far, Jesse's
given into King's ruthless demands in order to protect his family. But now King wants
something that's too horrible to contemplate—and if he doesn't get it, he'll kill Jesse's little
sister. Jesse is trapped. King's always watching. There is no escape. Then hope arrives in a
plain manila envelope. Inside is a cell phone and a note: I can help.

We Used to Be Friends by Amy Spalding
Amy Spalding
9781683356455 – eBook
Told in dual timelines—half of the chapters moving forward in time and half moving
backward—We Used to Be Friends explores the most traumatic breakup of all: that of
childhood besties. At the start of their senior year in high school, James (a girl with a boy’s
name) and Kat are inseparable, but by graduation, they’re no longer friends. James prepares
to head off to college as she reflects on the dissolution of her friendship with Kat while, in
alternating chapters, Kat thinks about being newly in love with her first girlfriend and having
a future that feels wide open. Over the course of senior year, Kat wants nothing more than
James to continue to be her steady rock, as James worries that everything she believes about love and her future is a
lie when her high-school sweetheart parents announce they’re getting a divorce. Funny, honest, and full of heart,
We Used to Be Friends tells of the pains of growing up and growing apart.

What They Don't Know by Nicole Maggi
Nicole Maggi
9781492603603 – eBook
Mellie has always been the reliable friend, the good student, the doting daughter. But
when an unspeakable act leads her to withdraw from everyone she loves, she is faced with
a life-altering choice—a choice she must face alone.
Lise stands up—and speaks out—for what she believes in. And when she notices Mellie
acting strangely, she gets caught up in trying to save her...all while trying to protect her
own secret. One that might be the key to helping Mellie.
Told through Mellie and Lise's journal entries, this powerful, emotional novel chronicles
Mellie's struggle to decide what is right for her and the unbreakable bond formed by the
two girls on their journey.

When the Light Went Out by Bridget Morrissey
Bridget Morrissey
9781492670995 – eBook
I Was Here meets Suicide Notes from Beautiful Girls in this story of seven friends, five years of
silence, and the one mystery that will bring them back together again.
It's been five years since Marley Bricket died by accidental gunshot. On the night of the annual
memorial, Olivia Stanton, the only witness to Marley's death, gets an unexpected visitor in the
form of Nick Cline. He's the boy who pulled the trigger on what he didn't know was a loaded
gun. Since then, nothing in the quiet desert town of Cadence, California has ever been the
same. Nick's surprise reappearance puts all the Kids of Albany Lane in one place for the first time since Marley died.
The once-inseparable group of neighborhood friends, formerly led by Marley herself, has disbanded. But when Olivia
discovers a scavenger hunt orchestrated by Marley before she died, the group must come together again to
complete it, reopening old wounds and unearthing new questions about what really happened. Most importantly,
did Marley know the gun was loaded?

A Hundred Names for Magic
Wicked As You Wish
Rin Chupeco
9781492672678 – eBook
When a hidden prince, a girl with secrets, a ragtag group of unlikely heroes, and a legendary
firebird come together...something wicked is going down.
Many years ago, the magical Kingdom of Avalon was left encased in ice when the Snow Queen
waged war. Its former citizens are now refugees in a world mostly devoid of magic. Which is
why the crown prince and his protectors are stuck in...Arizona.
Prince Alexei, the sole survivor of the Avalon royal family, is hiding in a town so boring, magic doesn't even work
there. Few know his secret identity, but his friend Tala is one of them.
A new hope for their abandoned homeland reignites when a famous creature of legend, the Firebird, appears for the
first time in decades. Alex and Tala must unite with a ragtag group of new friends to journey back to Avalon for a
showdown that will change the world as they know it.

Wolf Light Yaba Badoe
Yaba Badoe
9781786695505 – eBook
Yaba's debut novel A Jigsaw of Fire and Stars was shortlisted for the 2018 Branford Boase
Award and nominated for the 2019 Carnegie Medal.
A leopard dances under the moon.
A wolf prowls.
A red-beaked bird flies free.
Three girls born on the same day in wolf light are bound together to protect the world. They
can dazzle or destroy. They have wind-song and fire-fury at their fingertips, but their enemies
are everywhere. From the bleak steppes to the tropical forests of Ghana and the stormy moors of Cornwall, the
lands they love are plundered and poisoned. The girls must rally to perfect their skills and prove the strength of
sister-magic.
Steeped in elemental myth, Wolf Light is a call to us all to hear the ancient power within us and conserve our
heritage.

